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1. INTRODUCTION 

MHD problems occur in several situations which include the prediction of space weather, damping of 

turbulent fluctuations in semiconductor melts in crystal growth, measurement of flow rates of beverages 

in food industry. MHD channel flows gained significant theoretical and practical importance owing to 

their applications in MHD generators, accelerators and blood flow measurements. Investigations for 

studies on MHD flow and heat transfer of non-Newtonian fluid flows generated by a stretching sheet 

find many applications in engineering and industry. For, example, in the extrusion of molten polymers, 

through a slit die for the manufacture of plastic sheets, the sheet is sometimes stretched. The properties 

of the final product in such processes mainly depend on the rate of cooling. If such a sheet in an 

electrically conducting Casson fluid under the influence of a magnetic field is drawn, the rate of cooling 

can be controlled, so that the end product can be obtained with the desired quality. 

Crane [7] discussed the steady two dimensional incompressible boundary layer flow of a viscous fluid 

generated by an elastic flat sheet which moves in its plane with velocity varying linearly with distance 

from a fixed point due to the application of a uniform stress and obtained closed form solution. Mishra 

[18] discussed the study of MHD boundary layer flow of a viscous fluid over a stretching surface in the 

presence of a uniform transverse magnetic field with Hall currents. The study of mass transfer is 

significant in problems of convective heat transfer of atoms and molecules. Evaporation of water, 

separation of chemicals in distillation processes involves the applications in chemical and 

hydrometallurgical industries. Chemical reaction can be considered as homogeneous or heterogeneous 

processes. It depends on the reaction that takes place at the interface as a single phase volume reaction 

[19]. Several researchers [Kandaswamy et al [12], Hayat [10], Bhattacharya and Layek [4], 

Makinde[17], Ashraf[1], Asia[2], Raftari[23], Shrestha[27,28], Laurent[15], Qi et al[22]] studied the 

problems of mass transfer in the presence of chemical reaction. 

Laminar flows through channels have applications in the fields of gas diffusion, ablation cooling, 

filtration, microfluid devices, surface sublimation, grain regression [as in the case of combustion in 

rocket motors] and the modelling of air circulation in the respiratory system [10]. Laminar air –flow 

systems have been used by the aerospace industry to control particular contamination. Furthermore, the 

laminar flow cabinet have been used in the maintenance of negative pressure and in the adjustment of 
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the fans to exhaust more air. Therefore, the Navier-Stokes equations which are the governing equations 

for these problems, have attracted the interest of the researchers. Sutton and Barto[30] described an 

exact solution of Navier-Stokes equations for motion of an incompressible viscous fluid in a channel 

with different pressure gradients. Their solutions are helpful in verifying and validating computational 

models of complex on unsteady motions, to guide the design of fuel injectors and controlled 

experiments. Simulation of flow through micro-channels with design roughness was presented 

numerically by Rawool et al [24] A numerical investigation is made by Robinson [25] for the problem 

of steady laminar incompressible flow in a porous channel with uniform suction at both walls. Taylor 

et al [31] studied three dimensional flow by uniform suction through parallel porous walls. The 

investigations of Taylor [31] were further extended to a more general three dimensional stagnation point 

which can capture the phenomena in a single class of state by Hewitt et al [11]. Two dimensional viscous 

incompressible fluid flow between two porous walls with uniform suction was analysed by Cox [6]. 

Berman[3] proposed the two dimensional laminar steady flow through a porous channel which was 

driven by suction or injection .Similarity one/two dimensional laminar flow in a porous channel with 

wall suction or injection was examined analytically by Laurent et al[9].The problem of fluid flow in a 

channel with porous walls was solved by Karode[13].Zheng et al[36] investigated asymptotic solutions 

for steady laminar flow of an incompressible viscous fluid along a channel with accelerating rigid 

porous walls. The exact solution sol for two dimensional steady laminar flow through a porous channel 

was generalized by Terril [32], Brady [5],Waston et al[34] and Cox[6] under varied conditions. Deng 

and Marinez [8] worked on two dimensional flow of a viscous fluid in a channel partially filled with 

porous medium with wall suction. 

Wang [33] worked on viscous flow due to stretching sheet with slip and suction and proved a closed 

form unique solution for two dimensional flows. For axisymmetric stretching both existence and 

uniqueness were shown. Muhammad Asraf et al [20] investigated micropolar fluid flow in a channel 

with Shrinking walls. Haipour and Dehkordi [9] studied the transient behaviour of fluid flow and heat 

transfer in vertical channel partially filled with a porous medium including the effects of inertial term 

and viscous dissipation. Kasif Ali et al [14] have discussed numerical study of micropolar fluid flow 

and heat transfer in a channel with shrinking and stationary wall. Sarojamma et al [26] have studied 

MHD Casson fluid flow, heart and mass transfer in a vertical channel with stretching walls. Recently, 

Pudi Sreenivasa Rao [21] has discussed the effect of chemical reaction and dissipation on MHD 

convective heat and mass transfer flow in a vertical channel bounded by stretching and stationary walls 

in the presence of heat sources. Madhavi et al [16] have investigated heat and mass transfer flow of a 

rotating fluid in a vertical channel with stretching and stationary walls. Sukanya et al [29] have analysed 

Convective Heat and Mass Transfer Flow in a Rotating Vertical Channel Bounded by Stretching and 

Stationary Walls with Soret Effect and Thermal Radiation, Chemical Reaction in the Presence Non-

Uniform Heat Sources the mixed convective heat and mass transfer flow in a vertical channel bounded 

at stretching walls. 

In this chapter, we investigate the effect of Chemical reaction, thermo-diffusion and Hall effects on 

hydromagnetic convective and mass transfer flow of an electrically conducting, viscous, incompressible 

fluid through a porous medium in a vertical channel bounded by stretching and stationary walls. The 

nonlinear governing equations have been solved by using Runge-Kutta shooting technique. The 

velocity, temperature and concentration have been analysed for different variations of 

G,M,m,N,Nr,Sc,,A1,B1,,Sr and Pr The rate of Skin friction, rate of heat and mass transfer on the walls 

are evaluated numerically for different variations. 

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

We consider the steady two dimensional hydro-magnetic laminar convective heat and mass transfer 

flow of a viscous electrically conducting fluid through a porous medium in a vertical channel bounded 

by a stretching sheet on the left a stationary plate on the right. We choose a rectangular coordinate 

system O(x,y.z) with the walls at y=  L .The flow is subjected to a string magnetic field with a constant 

intensity Bo along the positive y-direction. Assuming magnetic Reynolds number Rm to be small we 

neglect the induced magnetic field in comparison to the applied magnetic field. It is used to compare 

the transport of magnetic lines of the force in a conducting fluid with the leakage of such lines from the 

fluid.  
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Fig1. Configuration of the problem 

The magnetic field 0. 0, ( , , ) ( tan )x y z yH whereH H H H gives H H cons t = = =
 everywhere in the 

flow field, which gives  0(0, ,0)H H=
.If 

( , , )x y zJ J J J=
 is the current density vector, the equation 

of conservation of electric charge . 0J = gives yJ
=constant .This constant is zero, that is, yJ

=0 

everywhere in the flow field. Since the walls are electrically non-conducting. The generalized Ohm’s 

law, in the absence of electric field (22),is of the form 
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Where  q , , e , e
, e ,e, ne and pe are the velocity, the electrical conductivity, the magnetic 

permeability, the cyclotron frequency, the electron collision time, the electric charge, the number 

density of the electron and the electron pressure respectively. Under the usual assumptions, the electron 

pressure (for a weakly ionized gas), the thermoelectric pressure and ion slip are negligible, so we have 

from the Ohm’s law 
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Taking the viscous dissipation and joule heating effects into consideration, the governing equations of 

the flow, heat and mass transfer for the problem are 
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Where(u,v.0) are the velocity components along x,y directions respectively, T, C are the dimensional 

temperature and concentration respectively,  is the density, p is the pressure, is the electrical 

conductivity, e is the magnetic permeability of the medium,   is the dynamic viscosity, g is the 

gravity, is the strength of the heat source, Db is the molecular diffusivity, DT is the     mass diffusivity, 

KT is the thermal diffusion ratio,   is the coefficient of thermal expansion,  
 is the coefficient of 

volume expansion, Tm is the mean fluid temperature, ) e em  =  is the Hall parameter, o
e

e

B
e

m
 =  is 

the electron frequency 

The coefficient q  is the rate of internal heat generation (>0) or absorption (<0). The internal heat 

generation /absorption q  is modelled as  
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Where A1 and B1  are coefficients of space dependent and temperature dependent internal heat 

generation or absorption respectively. It is noted that the case A1>0 and B1>0, corresponds to internal 

heat generation and that A1<0 and B1<0, the case corresponds to internal heat absorption case.  

The boundary conditions for the velocity, temperature and concentration are 
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Where b>0 is the stretching rate of the channel wall, T1, T2(with (T1>T2) are the fixed temperature of 

the left and right walls respectively, C1, C2 (with C1>C2) or the fixed concentrations of the channel 

walls respectively. We introduce the following Similarity variables as:      
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The above velocity field is compatible with continuity equation (2) and therefore, represents the 

possible fluid motion. 

Eliminating the pressure between the equations (3) and (4) and using (7) & (9) the momentum equation 

reduces to  
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Boundary conditions (8), in view of equation (10) in dimensional form reduces to  

( 1) 0, ( 1) 1, ( 1) 0,f f f  = − = + = g0(-1) =0, g0(+1) = 0 

( 1) 1, ( 1) 0, ( 1) 1, ( 1) 0,   − = + = − = + =                                                  (15) 

3. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

 A usual approach is to write the nonlinear ODE in form of a first order initial value problem as follows: 
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 The corresponding boundary conditions are  

1 2 2( 1) 0, ( 1) 1, ( 1) 0,f f f = − = + = 5 5( 1) 1, ( 1) 0,f f− = + =    
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Here 3 4 6 8 10( 1), ( 1), ( 1), ( 1), ( 1)f f f f f− − − − −  are the unknown initial condition, Therefore, a shooting 

methodology is incorporated to solve the above system, which may be a combination of  the Runge-

Kutta method(to solve first order ODE) and a five dimensional zero finding algorithm(to find the 

missing coordinates).It is note that the missing initial conditions are coupled so that the solution satisfies 

the boundary conditions f(+1)=0,f’(+1)=0,g(+1)=0,(+1)=0, ( 1) 0 + = of the original boundary value 

problem. 

4. COMPARISON 

In absence of hall effect (m=0), heat sources (A1=0, B1=0) the results are good aggrement with 

Sreenivasa Rao [21]. 

Table1. 

Parameters 
Sreeniasa Rao Results [21] Present Results 

x (+1) Nu (+1) Sh (+1) x (+1) Nu (+1) Sh (+1) 
Rd Sr Ec   Pr 

0.5 0.5 0.01 0.5 0.71 -

0.0479754  

2.13075  0.585837  -

0.0479654  

2.13069  0.585834  

1.5 0.5 0.01 0.5 0.71 -0.056628  1.29034  0.511647  -0.056619  1.29039  0.511644  

3.5 0.5 0.01 0.5 0.71 -

0.0665265  

0.410303  0.373097  -

0.0665245  

0.410329  0.373096  

0.5 1.0 0.01 0.5 0.71 -0.042911  0.131989  0.903708  -0.042909  0.131979  0.903706  

0.5 1.5 0.01 0.5 0.71 -

0.0510722  

0.123694  1.77443  -

0.0510769  

0.123666  1.77439 

0.5 0.5 0.03 0.5 0.71 -

0.0406445  

0.13963  0.624112  -

0.0406439  

0.13954 0.624105  

0.5 0.5 0.05 0.5 0.71 -

0.0411362 

0.143238 0.629183 -

0.0411359 

0.143224 0.629169 

0.5 0.5 0.01 1.5 0.71 -

0.0361883  

0.139816  0.26852  -

0.0361879  

0.139812  0.26849 

0.5 0.5 0.01 -

0.5 

0.71 0.0655513  0.184642  -4.7213  0.0655508 0.184639  -4.7205 

0.5 0.5 0.01 -

1.5 

0.71 -0.112906 0.144466 5.48746 -0.112904 0.144459 5.48744 

0.5 0.5 0.01 0.5 1.71 -

0.0219619  

0.0251027  0.568978  -

0.0219604  

0.0251025  0.568966  

0.5 0.5 0.01 0.5 3.71 -

0.0156345  

0.0050031  0.467665  -

0.0156339  

0.0050029  0.467668  

0.5 0.5 0.01 0.5 7.0 -

0.0117748 

0.0001581 0.343727 -

0.0117735 

0.0001576 0.343729 

5. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this analysis we investigate the influence of Hall effects, thermo-diffusion and non-uniform heat 

sources, chemical reaction on MHD convective heat and mass transfer flow of a viscous, dissipative 

fluid in a vertical channel bounded by a stretching sheet and stationary plates. The non-linear governing 

equations have been solved by employing Fourth order Runge-Kutta –Shooting technique. 

The primary velocity, secondary velocity, temperature and concentration have been analysed for 

different variations of m, Rd, A1, B1, Ec, So and  . 

The primary velocity(f’(), Secondary velocity(g()), temperature() and concentration () are shown 

in Figs.2a-2d demonstrate f’ ,g, and   with Hall parameter (m). As mentioned above, the Lorentz 
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force has retarding effect on the primary velocity. This retarding is reduced with increase in the Hall 

parameter and hence the primary velocity is enhanced and consequently the boundary layer becomes 

thicker. The secondary velocity increases as the Hall parameter m increases. The effect of Hall 

parameter on temperature and concentration is observed to be opposite to that of magnetic field. 

Figs.3a-3d shows the variation of f’,g, and  with radiation parameter(Rd).It can seen from the profiles 

that higher the radiative heat flux larger the primary and secondary velocities .The effect of thermal 

radiation is enhance the temperature and reduces the concentration in the flow region. 

Figs.4a-4d,illustrates f’,g,, with variation in space dependent Heat source parameter (A1>0).The 

presence of the heat sources generates energy in the momentum boundary layer, thermal boundary layer 

and absorbs the energy in solutal boundary layer and as a consequence the primary velocity, temperature 

enhances in the boundary layers and  reduces the secondary velocity and concentration. In the case of 

heat absorption(A1<0) the velocity components, temperature reduces and the concentration rises with 

decreasing values of A1<0, owing to the absorption of energy in the boundary layer.  

Figs.5a-5d,illustrates f’,g,, with variation in temperature dependent heat source parameter (B1>0).As 

in the case of space dependent heat source, the velocity components, temperature and concentration 

increase due to the release of energy for B1>0 while the velocity components, temperature drop and the 

concentration rise for decreasing values of B1<0 and  owing to the absorption of energy. The presence 

of the temperature dependent heat sources generates energy in the momentum boundary layer, thermal 

boundary layer and solutal boundary layer and as a consequence the velocity components, temperature 

and concentration enhances in the boundary layers. In the case of heat absorption(B1<0) the velocity 

components, temperature depreciate and concentration rises with decreasing values of B1<0, owing to 

the absorption of energy in the momentum and thermal boundary layers and generates energy in the 

solutal boundary layer. 

The effect of dissipation (Ec) on f’,g,, and C  is shown in figs.6a-6d. It can be found that higher the 

dissipative energy larger the magnitude of the velocity components, temperature and concentration in 

the flow region. This is due to the fact that heat energy is reserved due to frictional heating. 

Figs.7a-7d,8a-8d show the variation of primary velocity, secondary velocity, temperature and 

concentration  with chemical reaction parameter  ( ).It can seen from the profiles that the primary 

velocity and the temperature (figs.7a,7c) and the secondary velocity, concentration reduce in the 

degenerating chemical  reaction case (figs.7b,7d) and in the generating chemical reaction case the 

velocity components and the concentration enhances(figs.8a,8c)  and the temperature reduces in the 

entire flow region(figs.8b,8d). 

Figs.9a-9d represent f’,g, , and C with Soret parameter So. It can be seen from the profiles that higher 

the thermo-diffusion effects larger the magnitude of velocity components, concentration and smaller 

the temperature in the flow region. This can be attributed to the fact that increasing values of So 

increases the thickness of the momentum boundary layer and solutal boundary layer and reduces the 

thermal boundary layer. 
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The skin friction components (x) and (z) at the stretching wall =-1 and stationary wall =+1 are 

exhibited in tables.2&3 for different parametric variations. The skin friction with respect to Hall 

parameter (m),(x)  reduces at both the walls while (z) reduces at =-1 and enhances at = +1. The 

variation of Stress components with chemical reaction parameter( ) shows that (x)  increases  at =-

1 and decreases at =+1 while (z) reduces both the walls in the degenerating chemical reaction case 

while ,(x) reduces at =-1 and enhances at =+1,(z)  enhances at both the walls in generating chemical 

reaction case. Thus lesser the molecular diffusivity larger the skin friction at both the walls. The 

variation of skin friction components with radiation parameter Rd shows that both the skin friction 

components reduce at the left wall =-1 and enhance at the right wall =+1. With reference to heat 

source parameter A1,B1 we find that (x) reduces  at =-1 and enhances at =+1 while, (z) enhances 

at = 1 with increase in the space dependent heat generating source(A1>0) while in the heat absorbing 

heat source. (x) enhances at  at =-1 and reduces at =+1 while (z) enhances at =-1 and reduces at 

=+1.An increase in the temperature dependent heat source(B1>0), (x) reduces at =-1 and enhances 

at =+1 while (z) enhances at both the walls while in the case of heat absorbing source, (x)  and (z)  

enhances with increase in B1<0 at both the walls. With increase in Ec, we notice that (x) reduces at 

=-1 and enhances at =+1 with increasing in Ec while (z) increases at both the walls. The variation 

of Skin friction component with Soret parameter (So) shows that the skin friction component (x) 

reduces at =-1 and enhances at =+1 while, (z) increases with So at both the walls.  
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The rate of heat transfer (Nusselt number) at 1 =   is exhibited in tables.2&3 for different parametric 

variations It is found that the rate of heat transfer enhances at =-1 and reduces at =+1. An increase 

in the Hall parameter (m), (Nu) reduces at both the walls. The rate of heat transfer reduces at =-1 and 

enhances at =+1 in the degenerating chemical reaction case and in the generating chemical reaction 

case, it enhances at =-1 and reduces at =+1.The rate of heat transfer reduces at =-1 and enhances at 

=+1  in the space dependent heat generating source(A1>0)  while in the heat absorbing source ,Nu 

enhances at =-1 and reduces at =+1.An increase in B1>0,reduces Nu at =-1 and enhances at =+1 

while a reversed effect is noticed with increase in B1<0.  The variation of Nu with radiation parameter 

Rd shows that the rate of heat transfer enhances at both the stretching and stationary walls. Higher the 

dissipation effects smaller Nu at =-1 and larger Nu at =+1.The variation of Nu with So shows that 

higher the thermo-diffusion effects smaller  Nu at =-1 and larger Nu at =+1.  

The rate of mass transfer (Sherwood number) at  1=   is exhibited in tables.2&3 for different 

parametric variations. An increase in Hall parameter(m) larger the rate of mass transfer at both the 

stretching and stationary walls. An increase in A1>0 and B1>0,reduces Sh at =-1 and enhances at 

=+1 while an increase in A1<0 and B1<0,enhances Sh at the stretching wall and at the stationary wall, 

it reduces with A1<0 and enhances with B1<0.The variation of Sh with radiation parameter Rd  

Table2. Skin friction(), Nusselt number(Nu) and Sherwood number(Sh) at =-1 

Parameter x (-1) z (-1) Nu (-1) Sh (-1) 

m 0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.5 

-3.558323 

-3.376183 

-3.308994 

-3.283635  

0.221778 

0.210876 

0.206881 

0.159856  

1.45678 

1.39401 

1.36009 

1.34243  

-0.093855 

-0.139712 

-0.157517 

-0.164357  

Rd 0.5 

1.5 

3.5 

5.0 

-3.5583 

-3.3981 

-3.2547 

-3.1730  

0.221778 

0.231004 

0.238578 

0.477399  

1.456783 

0.736872 

0.259932 

0.160173  

-0.093855 

1.6763146 

2.9624278 

3.3224 90 

 0.5 

1.5 

-0.5 

-1.5 

-3.55832 

-3.61659 

-3.69295 

-3.68737  

0.221778 

0.218986 

0.188509 

0.217923  

1.45678 

1.30545 

1.22733 

1.28065 

-0.093855 

-0.287123 

-0.266086 

-0.306148  

Ec 0.01 

0.03 

0.05 

0.07 

-3.5583 

-3.54365 

-3.53312 

-3.52411  

0.221778 

0.222397 

0.222841 

0.223224  

1..45678 

1.17062 

1.06467 

0.9742 4 

-0.093855 

0.5430821 

0.9994092 

1.3888133 

A1 -0.1 

-0.3 

0.1 

0.3 

-3.558323 

-3.554554 

-3.566142 

-3.574283  

0.221778 

0.222247 

0.221334 

0.220868 

1..45678 

1.28385 

1.35093 

1.38484  

-0.0938553 

0.0214518 

-0.202995 

-0.31689  

B1 -0.1 

-0.3 

0.1 

0.3 

-3.558323 

-3.546926 

-3.568762 

-3.579343 

0.221778 

0.222432 

0.221175 

0.220562 

1..45678 

1.27367 

1.35969 

1.4019  

-0.0938553 

-0.0510332 

-0.2289141 

-0.3678362 

S0 0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

-3.558323 

-3.526582 

-3.429623 

-3.296553  

0.221778 

0.223398 

0.228031 

0.233727  

1..45678 

1.32602 

1.34873 

1.37823  

-0.0938553 

-1.2882922 

-4.9872624 

-10.1848 67 

Table3. Skin friction(), Nusselt number(Nu) and Sherwood number(Sh) at =+1 

Parameter x (+1) z (+1) Nu (+1) Sh (+1) 

m 0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.5 

-0.0391878 

-0.0387895 

-0.0386047 

-0.0385294  

-0.0015796 

-0.0018626 

-0.0019990 

-0.0027354  

0.0054965 

0.0045104 

0.003545 

0.0022949  

0.620306 

0.622345 

0.623083 

0.623354  

Rd 0.5 

1.5 

3.5 

-0.0391878 

-0.0552975 

-0.0713023 

-0.0015796 

-0.0018187 

-0.0019719 

0.005496 

0.283757 

0.496397 

0.620306 

0.521261 

0.260198 
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5.0 -0.1020483  -0.0019898  0.544073  0.178378  

 0.5 

1.5 

-0.5 

-1.5 

-0.0391878 

-0.0354346 

0.07213942 

-0.1116515  

-0.0015796 

-0.0015168 

-0.0035276 

-0.0036771  

0.005496 

0.134073 

0.184716 

0.137416  

0.620306 

0.267904 

-4.74675 

-5.5506 4 

Ec 0.01 

0.03 

0.05 

0.07 

-0.0391878 

-0.0398127 

-0.0402662 

-0.0406572  

-0.0015796 

-0.0015869 

-0.0015920 

-0.0015964  

0.005496 

0.133794 

0.137199 

0.140174  

0.620306 

0.626989 

0.631786 

0.635882  

A1 -0.1 

-0.3 

0.1 

0.3 

-0.0391878 

-0.0398031 

-0.0386036 

-0.0379923  

-0.0015796 

-0.0015895 

-0.0015699 

-0.0015594  

0.0054965 

0.133617 

0.124996 

0.120696  

0.620306 

0.624134 

0.616737 

 0.613068  

B1 -0.1 

-0.3 

0.1 

0.3 

-0.0391878 

-0.0400879 

-0.0383642 

-0.0375332  

-0.0015796 

-0.0015945 

-0.00156546 

-0.00155076  

0.005496 

0.135795 

0.123219 

0.117336  

0.620306 

0.624374 

0.616539 

0.612686  

S0 0.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

-0.0391878 

-0.0420555 

-0.0500124 

-0.0592281  

-0.0015796 

-0.0016288 

-0.0017414 

-0.0018263  

0.135496 

0.126283 

0.118059 

0.108038  

0.620306 

0.908078 

1.781734 

2.964065  

6. CONCLUSION 

The nonlinear coupled equations governing the flow heat and mass transfer have solved by using Runge-

Kutta shooting technique. From the profiles and tabular values, we find that; 

• An increasing hall parameter, increases the primary velocity, concentration while secondary 

velocity and temperature reduces in the flow region. The Nusselt number reduces and Sherwood 

number enhances with increasing m. 

• Higher the radiation heat flux larger the velocity, component, temperature and smaller the 

concentration. The Nusslet number enhances the Sherwood number decreases with Rd. 

• Higher the thermo-diffusion effect, larger the velocity component and concentration and smaller 

the temperature. The Nusselt number reduces and Sherwood number enhances with increasing S0. 

• An increasing Eckert number (Ec) enhances a velocity component, temperature and reduces the 

concentration. Also the rate of heat and mass transfer enhances with increase on the wall.  

• The primary velocity and the temperature and the secondary velocity, concentration reduce in the 

degenerating chemical () reaction case  and in the generating chemical reaction () case the velocity 

components and the concentration enhances and the temperature reduces in the entire flow region 

• An increasing space dependent heat source parameter (A1) reduces primary velocity, enhances the 

secondary velocity, temperature and concentration with A1>0, while reversed effected is noticed 

with A1<=0.  

• An increasing temperature dependent heat source parameter (B1) enhances a velocity, temperature 

and reduces concentration with B1>0, while the experience depreciation with B1<0. 
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